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Abstract

can ever cause. The problem of attackability assessment in a
general setting can be defined as: given a magnitude bound
of the adversarial perturbation and the distribution of
legal input data instances, what is the worst-case missclassification risk of h under the attack? Classifier h is
more attackable if it has a higher risk, while h is certified
to be not attackable if its output cannot be changed by any
adversarial noise within the magnitude bound. Via attackability assessment, we aim at answer the following questions:
• What are the factors determining the attackability level of
a multi-label classifier?
• Can we derive an empirically computable attackability
measurement for a multi-label classifier?
Echoing the questions raises two challenges: First, analyzing the worst-case classification risk on adversarial instances with PAC-learning framework requires a fixed distribution of adversarial instances. However, it is a well received
fact that such a distribution depends radically on the targeted
classifier’s property, thus it is not fixed and closely associated with the classifier’s architecture. The celebrated works
(Yin, Ramchandran, and Bartlett 2019; Khim and Loh 2018;
Tu, Zhang, and Tao 2019) proposed to mitigate the gap via
the lens of Rademacher complexity. Nevertheless, they all
focused on single-label scenarios, thus can’t be applied to
answer the questions above. Second, evaluating the worstcase risk for an input instance needs to explore the maximal
set of jointly attackable labels. Since labels are not mutually
exclusive in multi- label tasks, the label exploration process
is in nature an NP-hard mixed-integer programming problem. The adversarial noise generation method in (Song et al.
2018) applies only in the targeted attack scenario, where the
attacked labels are given. Few effort has been dedicated to
study the feasibility of label space exploration.
To address the challenges above, we conduct both theoretical and empirical attackability analysis of a multi-label
classifier. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We measure the attackability of a multi-label classifier
by evaluating the expected worst-case miss-classification
loss over the distribution of adversarial examples. We instantiate the study to linear and deep neural networks,
which are popularly deployed in multi-label applications.
Our analysis unveils that the attack strength, the regularity of the targeted classifier and the empirical loss on un-

Evasion attack in multi-label learning systems is an interesting, widely witnessed, yet rarely explored research topic.
Characterizing the crucial factors determining the attackability of the multi-label adversarial threat is the key to interpret
the origin of the adversarial vulnerability and to understand
how to mitigate it. Our study is inspired by the theory of adversarial risk bound. We associate the attackability of a targeted multi-label classifier with the regularity of the classifier
and the training data distribution. Beyond the theoretical attackability analysis, we further propose an efficient empirical
attackability estimator via greedy label space exploration. It
provides provably computational efficiency and approximation accuracy. Substantial experimental results on real-world
datasets validate the unveiled attackability factors and the effectiveness of the proposed empirical attackability indicator.

Introduction
Evasion attack has been witnessed widely in real-world
practices of multi-label learning (Song et al. 2018). For example, a creepware/stalkware usually has multiple malicious
labels as it sniffs the victim’s privacy via different mobile
services. To avoid being flagged, the entities authoring these
malwares (Roundy et al. 2020; Freed et al. 2018) tend to
hide their key malicious labels, such as rending remotely
recording phone calls or accessing private files, by slightly
reprogramming app binary structures. Meanwhile, they preserve less harmful labels like GPS tracking to pretend to
be benign parental control. Another example can be found
in image recommendation systems. An adversary tends to
embed spam/toxic advertisements (Gupta et al. 2013) into
a recommended image with other harmless contents. These
malicious contents are so well tuned that the sanitary check
system is deceived by the camouflaged image, while recognizing correctly other harmless scenarios.
Despite of the widely existence of multi-label adversarial
threats, it has been a rarely investigated, yet important topic
to evaluate the robustness of a multi-label classifier under
evasion attack (a.k.a. attackability). Intuitively, assessing
the attackability of a multi-label classifier h with an input
instance is to explore the maximal perturbation on h’s output that an input adversarial noise of bounded magnitudes
Copyright c 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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checking the regularity of the targeted classifier. Apparently,
the regularity of the targeted classifier play an equally important role as the attack strength in causing adversarial vulnerability. Inspiring as they are, these works focus on singlelabel learning tasks. Due to the label co-occurrence in multilabel learning, searching for the combinations of attacked labels causing the worst-case loss is NP-hard. It is thus an open
issue to evaluate the adversarial risk of multi-label learners.
Noise-tolerant multi-label learning. A relevant topic is to
learn multi-label classifier with imperfect training instances.
Miss-observations and noise corruptions of features and labels of training instances can introduce severe bias into
the derived classifier. Most research efforts in this domain
recognised that the key to success is to encode label correlation and the predicative relation between features and labels
(Sun, Zhang, and Zhou 2010; Zhu, Yan, and Ma 2010; Liu
et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2013; Wu, Jin, and Jain 2013; Zhao
and Guo 2015; Yu et al. 2014; Bi and Kwok 2014; Goldberg et al. 2010; Cabral et al. 2015; Xu, Jin, and Zhou 2013;
Chiang, Hsieh, and Dhillon 2015; Guo 2017; Zhu, Kwok,
and Zhou 2018; Hsieh, Natarajan, and Dhillon 2015). They
exploited not only low-rank structures of feature/label matrices for missing data imputation, but also gained stable performances by enforcing the low-rank regularization on the
predictive model capturing the feature-label correlation. Especially (Xu et al. 2016) proposed to regularize the local
Rademacher complexity of a linear multi-label classifier in
the training process. The study indicated the link between
the Rademacher complexity and the low-rank structure of
the classifier’s coefficients. The reported results showed that
a lower-rank structured linear classifier can better recover
missing labels. Nevertheless, all the previous works focus
on adversary-free scenarios. Furthermore, the analysis over
the role of low-rank structures was limited to linear multilabel classifiers. It is thus interesting to study whether the
low rank driven regularization can help to mitigate the adversarial threat against both linear and DNN based multi-label
classifiers.

perturbed data are the external and intrinsic driving force
jointly determining the attackability level. We further reveal the theoretical rationality of the low-rank regularization and adversarial training in hardening the classifier.
• We cast the problem of evaluating the empirical attackability level as a label space exploration process for each
of the legal input instances. We further demonstrate the
triviality of the label space exploration problem by formulating it as a submodular set function optimization problem. Thus it can be solved via greedy search with certified
approximation accuracy.
• We propose a Greedy Attack Space Expansion (GASE)
algorithm to address the computational bottleneck of the
primitive greedy search for empirical attackability measurement. The proposed method provides a computationally economic estimator of the marginal gain obtained by
adding a candidate label into the set of attacked labels. It
selects the labels with the largest marginal gain to deliver
an efficient exploration of attack targets.

Related Works
Robustness against adversaries. The emergence of evasion attack raises a severe challenge to practitioners’ trust
on machine learning in performance-critic applications (Battista and Fabio 2018; Biggio et al. 2013; Carlini and Wagner 2017). Considerable efforts have been dedicated to detect adversarial samples, improve model designs and propose robust training methods (Cullina et al. 2019; Goodfellow, Shlens, and Szegedy 2015; Athalye, Carlini, and
Wagner 2018; Fawzi, Moosavi-Dezfooli, and Frossard 2016;
Szegedy et al. 2013; Xu, Evans, and Qi 2018; Madry et al.
2018; Ross and Doshi-Velez 2018; Jakubovitz and Giryes
2018; Hein and Andriushchenko 2017; Zugner and Gunnemann 2019; Bojchevski and Günnemann 2019; Raghunathan, Steinhardt, and Liang 2018; Florian et al. 2018; Papernot et al. 2016; Zugner and Günnemann 2020; Cohen,
Rosenfeld, and Kolter 2019; Lee et al. 2019). Especially,
(Wang et al. 2019; Shafahi et al. 2019; Gao et al. 2019)
discussed convergence guarantee and high sample complexity of adversarial training. In contrast, few literature focuses
on the essential problem of evaluating the vulnerability of a
classifier under a given evasion attack setting and identifying key factors determining the feasibility of evasion attack
against the targeted classifier. Pioneering works of this topic
(Hein and Andriushchenko 2017; Wang, Jha, and Chaudhuri
2018; Fawzi, Moosavi-Dezfooli, and Frossard 2016; Gilmer
et al. 2018) focused on identifying the upper bound of adversarial noise, which guarantees the stability of the targeted
classifier’s output, a.k.a adversarial sphere. Notably, (Fawzi,
Moosavi-Dezfooli, and Frossard 2016) pointed out the association between adversarial robustness and the curvature
of the classification boundary. Strengthened further by (Yin,
Ramchandran, and Bartlett 2019; Khim and Loh 2018; Tu,
Zhang, and Tao 2019), the expected classification risk under
adversarial perturbation can be bounded by the Rademacher
complexity of the targeted classifier. Moreover in (Qi et al.
2019; Wang et al. 2020), attackability of a recurrent neural net based classifier on discrete inputs was measured by

Attackability of Multi-label Classifiers
Notations and Problem Definition. We assume Z = X ×
Y as a measurable multi-label instance space, with X ∈ Rd
and Y = {−1, 1}m , where d is the feature dimension and
m is the number of labels. Given n i.i.d. training examples
{(xi , yi )} drawn from P(Z), the classifier hP
∈H:X →Y
n
is learnt by minimizing the empirical loss i=1 `(xi , yi ),
with the loss function ` : X × Y → R.
Eq.(1) defines a typical scenario of empirical attackability
evaluation for a multi-label classifier h given an input xi ,
perturbed by r. The classification output sgn(h(xi + r∗ ))
has been flipped on as many as possible labels.
C ∗ (xi ) =

max
∗

T,kr k≤µr

m
X

I(yij 6=sgn(hj (xi + r∗ ))),

j=1

where r∗ = arg min krk,
r

s.t. yij hj (xi + r∗ ) ≤ 0 (j ∈ T ), yij hj (xi + r∗ ) > 0 (j ∈
/ T ).
(1)
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where hj (xi + r) denotes the classification score for the label j of the adversarial example, and sgn is the sign function
outputting ±1 based on the sign of hj (xi + r). The indicator
function I(·) outputs 1 if the attack flips a label and 0 otherwise. T denotes the set of flipped labels. The magnitude of
C ∗ indicates the attackability of the classifier given the attack strength limit µr and the input xi . Given the same input
x and the bound of perturbation µr , one multi-label classifier
h is more attackable than the other h0 , if Ch∗ > Ch∗0 .

Theorem 1. [Upper-bound of attackability for a linear
multi-label classifier] The upper bound of RP 0 (h) holds
with at least probability of 1-σ:
r

µx ΛR(1 + µx Λ)
n
r
√
12Ch π(m + 2µx )
log(1/σ)
√
+ (m + Λµx )
+
,
2n
n

emp
RP 0 (h) ≤ RP
0 (h) + 96

and the worst case empirical loss has the upper bound:

Bound of Adversarial Attackability
emp
RP
0 (h) ≤

Beyond the attackability measurement given a local fixed
input instance, we pursue a theoretical and empirical insight
into the attackability of h in the space of adversarial samples, which are sampled from a new distribution P 0 translated from P after injecting the adversarial perturbation. The
distribution shift from P to P 0 is the origin of adversarial
threat, as it violates the i.i.d. assumption of the learning process. By assuming that P 0 lies within a Wassernstein ball
centered at P with a radius of , we have the following definition about classification risk under evasion attack.
Definition 1. For a multi-label classifier h and legal input
samples {xi , yi } ∼ P and its corresponding adversarial
samples {x0i , yi } ∼ P 0 , the worst case expected and empirical risk under the evasion attack are:
RP 0 (h) = E(x,y)∼P [
emp
RP
0 (h) =

max

(x0 ,y)∼P 0 ,W(P,P 0 )≤

n
1X
`(h(xi ), yi ) + Ch µr ,
n i=1

(4)

where R denotes the rank of the coefficient matrix w and
Ch = max{kwkδ , 1}.
The proof is presented in supplementary document.
Remark 1. We have three observations from the derived
analysis in Eq.(3-4).
emp
1) The worst-case empirical loss RP
can be used as a sen0
sitive indicator of the worst-case expected adversarial risk
RP 0 . Thus it can be used as an empirical measure of attackability of the classifier over the adversarial data space.
emp
A lower RP
implies a lower expected miss-classification
0
risk in the adversarial space.
2) The spectrum of linear coefficient matrix w plays an
important role in deciding the attackability level of h. Especially, h with lower rank w has lower expected missclassification risk. This is consistent with what was unveiled
in previous research of multi-label classification: enforcing
low-rank constraints over the linear classifier usually brings
robustness improvement against noise corruption.
3) The empirical risk over unperturbed data, the magnitude
of the adversarial perturbation and the spectrum of the classifier’s coefficient matrix are the three main factors jointly
determining the attackability of the multi-label classifier. On
one hand, the risk upper bound depends on the external driving force of the adversarial threat, which is the magnitude of
the adversarial perturbation kµr k. On the other hand, the
internal factors on the riks upper bound are the regularity
of the classifier (low-rank structure) and the profile of the
training data distribution. Moreover, by dropping the terms
with µr in Eq.(3), we can find that an adversary-free generalization bound of the linear multi-label classifier heavily
depends on the low rank structure of the classifier. It is consistent with the results unveiled by previous works (Xu, Jin,
and Zhou 2013; Yu et al. 2014; Zhu, Kwok, and Zhou 2018):
low-rank structured classifiers are favorable in multi-label
classification. Due to the page limit, we leave this discussion in the supplementary document.
Inherited the setting of the attack scenario from
Theorem.1, we consider a neural network based multi-label
classifier hnn with L layers, where:
• The dimension of each layer is d1 , d2 , ..., dL , and d0 = d
for taking input x and dL = m for outputting labels y .
• At each layer i, Ai ∈ Rdi−1 ×di denotes the linear coefficient matrix (connecting weights). The spectral norm of
Ai is bounded as kAi kδ ≤ Λi . Ri denotes the rank of Ai .

l(h(x0 ), y)],

n
1X
[
max
l(h(x0 i ), yi )],
n i=1 (x0 i ,yi )∼P 0 ,W(P,P 0 )≤

(3)

(2)

where W(P 0 , P) denotes the Wassernstein distance between
P 0 and P, and  is the radius of the adversarial space.
The W(P 0 , P) can be bounded with the magnitude of the
adversarial perturbation after (Tu, Zhang, and Tao 2019),
which gives W(P 0 , P) ≤ supx0 ,x kx0 i − xi k2 ≤ µr .
Without loss of generality, we use the Euclidean distance
kx0 i − xi k2 to constrain the attack budget hereafter. Consistent with the defined attackability evaluation scenario in
Eq.1, RP 0 (h) measures the attackability of h. A higher
emp
RP 0 (h) indicates a more attackable h. And RP
0 (h) is the
empirical estimator of the attackability level. By definition,
if we derive C ∗ by solving Eq.(1) for each instance (xi , yi )
and adopt the binary
of the local
Pn 0-1 loss, an aggregation
emp
worst-case loss i=1 C ∗ (xi ) gives RP
0 (h).
In the followings, we establish the upper bound of the attackability measurement with respect to linear and feedforwad neural network multi-label classifiers. It reveals the
key factors determining the attackability level of a classifier.
Given x ∈ Rd and y ∈ {−1, 1}m as the feature and label vector of a data instance, a linear multi-label classifier
is h(x) = xw. The linear coefficient matrix w ∈ Rd×m
is defined with the spectral norm kwkδ ≤ Λ. Furthermore, we constrain the range of legal inputs and the adversary’s strength as kxk2 ≤ µx and krk2 ≤ µr respectively.
Without loss of generality, a Least-Squared Error (LSE)
loss is adopted to compute the classification risk, such as
`(x, y) = ky − xwk2 . A distance metric for z = {x, y} is
defined as d(zi , zj ) = kxi − xj k2 + kyi − yj k2 .
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• The activation functions used in the same layer are Lipschitz continuous and share the same Lipschitz constant
ρi . We use gi to denote the activation functions used at
the layer i. The output of each layer i can be defined recursively as Hi = gi (Hi−1 Ai ).
Theorem 2. [Upper-bound of attackability for neural nets
based multi-label classifier] The upper bound of RP 0 (hnn )
holds with at least probability of 1 − σ:

greedy forward expansion of the set of the attacked labels.
We re-formulate the label exploration problem in Eq.(1) as
a bi-level set function optimization problem:
S ∗ = arg max ψ(S),
S

where ψ(S) = max {|S| − g(S)},
S,|S|≥k

g(S) =

r

log(1/σ)
RP 0 (hnn ) ≤
+ 2m
+
2n
√
√
PL
√ ,
96 dmΛd i=1 Ri di Λi Ci
12Cnn (2µx + m) π
√
√
+
n
n

(5)

Qd
j=d−i+1 ρj
j=d+2−i
QL
max{1, i=1 ρi kAi kδ }.

where C1 = ρd and Ci =

Qd

krk22 ,

(7)

where label yj = {+1, −1}, and tj is the minimum
classification margin value enforced on label j. The core
components of the constraints are the binary indicators
{bj }. With bj = 1, label yj is flipped, while with bj = 0, the
label remains unchanged. The set function g(S) returns the
minimal magnitude of the perturbation r ever achieved via
attacking the labels indicated by subsets of S. In this sense,
the inner layer of Eq.(7) defines an evasion attack against
the multi-label classifier targeting at the labels indicated
by S. The optimization objective of the outer layer aims at
expanding the set S as much as possible while minimizing
as much as possible the required attack cost krk2 . Notably,
we set a lower bound k for |S| in Eq.(7) for the convenience
of presentation. In a naive way, we can gradually increase
the lower bound k until the attack cost valued by ψ(S)
surpasses the budget limit. The volume |S| of the derived
emp
set gives an estimate of RP
with the binary loss.
0

emp
and the empirical loss RP
has the upper bound:
0
n
1X
`(hnn (xi ), yi ) + Cnn µr ,
n i=1

T ⊆S,krk≤µr

s.t. (1 − 2bj )yj hj (x + r) ≥ tj , j = 1, 2, ..., m,
bj = 1 (for j ∈ T ), bj = 0 (for j ∈
/ T ),

emp
RP
0 (hnn )

emp
RP
0 (hnn ) ≤

min

(6)

kAj kδ

with i ≥ 2, and Cnn =
The proof is presented in supplementary document.
Remark 2. Similar to the observations in Remark 1, the attackability of hnn depends heavily on the spectrum of linear
coefficients at each layer of the neural nets, the empirical
loss of hnn on legal input samples and the attack strength
kµr k. More specifically, the linear coefficient matrices {Ai }
with lower ranks and lower spectral norm can make hnn
more robust. Indeed, enforcing regularization on the spectral
norm of the linear coefficients can improve the generalization capability of DNN (Yoshida and Miyato 2017; Miyato
et al. 2018). Our analysis not only provides the theoretical
rationality behind the reported empirical observations, but
also, unveils the impact of the low-rank constraint on {Ai }
in controlling hnn ’s attackability.
From Remark 1 and 2, we find that both reducing the
worst-case empirical risk of the targeted classifier and enforcing low-rank constraints on its coefficients can help to
reduce the attackability and mitigate the risk on evasion attack. The former can be achieved by conducting adversarial
training with the crafted worst-case multi-label adversarial
samples. The latter aims at controlling the Rademacher complexity of the targeted classifier, which improves the generalization capability of the targeted classifier. In (Xu and
Mannor 2010), the close association between generalization
and robustness was explored. Better generalization capability indicates more robustness against noise corruption.

Lemma 1. The outer layer of Eq.(7) defines a problem of
non-monotone submodular function maximization. Let ψ(Ŝ)
and ψ(S ∗ ) denote respectively the objective function value
obtained by randomized greedy forward search proposed in
(Buchbinder et al. 2014) and the underlying global optimum
following the cardinality lower bound constraint. The greedy
search based solution has the following certified approximation accuracy:
1
ψ(Ŝ) ≥ ψ(S ∗ ).
(8)
4

Fast Greedy Attack Space Exploration
According to Lemma.1, the set S derived from the random
greedy search produces an attack cost krk2 that is close to
the one achieved by the global optimum solution. It guarantees the quality of the greedy search based solution. The
primitive greedy forward expansion is thus designed as follows:
• We initialize an empty S (flipped labels), which assumes
no labels are attacked at the beginning.

Empirical Attackability Evaluation by Greedy
Exploration

• In each round of the greedy expansion, for the current set
S and current adversarial noise r(S), we choose each of
the candidate labels j out of S and compute the marginal
gain kr(S ∪j)k2 −kr(S)k2 by conducting targeted multilabel evasion attack. kr(S ∪ j)k2 is the magnitude of the
adversarial noise to flip all the labels in S ∪ j. We then select randomly one of the candidate labels j with the least
marginal gains to update S = S ∪ j.

Problem Reformulation
emp
Solving Eq.(1) to compute the worst-case loss RP
0 (h) over
legal input instances is an NP-hard mixed-integer non-linear
constraint problem (MINLP). Traditional solutions to this
problem, such as Branch-and-Bound, has an exponential
complexity in the worst case. To achieve an efficient evalemp
uation, we propose to empirically approximate RP
via
0
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• We update krk2 by conducting an evasion attack targeting
at the labels indicated by S. The expansion stops when
krk2 ≥ µr .

Algorithm 1: Greedy Attack Space Expansion

In each iteration, the primitive greedy forward expansion
needs to perform evasion attack for each candidate label. It
requires (m + 1)k − k(k − 1)/2 − 1 evasion attacks before
including k labels in S. It is costly when the label dimension
is high. To break the bottleneck, we propose a computationally economic estimator to the magnitude of the marginal
gain ∆ = kr(S ∪ j)k2 − kr(S)k2 .

1

Input: Instance example x, a trained multi-label
classifier h, perturbation norm budget µr .

2

Output: The set of attacked labels S.

3

Initialize S as an empty set and r = 0.

4

while |S| < m and krk2 < µr do
Greedy label expansion: Calculate dj in Eq.(9)
for each label j outside S, where hj (x + r) is
the probabilistic classification output of label j,
and tj is the threshold of label decision;

5

Lemma 2. In each iteration of the greedy forward expansion, the magnitude of the marginal gain ∆ is proportional
|yj hj (x+r)|
to k∇
, where r is the current feasible adversarial
j (x+r)k
perturbation. k∇j (x + r)k denotes the L2 norm of the gra∂h (x̂)
dient vector ∂jx̂ at the point x̂ = x + r.

dj =

|yj hj (x + r)|
.
k∇j (x + r)k

(9)

Update S = S ∪ j, where label j(j ∈
/ S) is
selected randomly from the labels with the least
values of Eq.(9).

Therefore, instead of running evasion attack for each candidate label, we can simply choose the one with the smallest
|yj hj (x+r)|
ratio k∇
. Algorithm 1 presents the proposed Greedy
j (x+r)k
Attack Space Expansion (GASE) algorithm. It only runs in
total k − 1 evasion attacks to reach |S| = k.
In the proposed GASE algorithm, the step of greedy label
expansion is equivalent to conducting the orthogonal matching pursuit guided greedy search (Elenberg et al. 2016). It
enjoys fast computation, the optimal value of the objective
function in Eq.(7) achieved by GASE has a guaranteed approximation accuracy to the underlying global optimum according to Theorem 1.3 in (Buchbinder et al. 2014).
The step of greedy label expansion in Algorithm.1 benefits from label correlation in multi-label instances. A successful attack targeted at one label tends to bias the classification output of another highly correlated label simultaneously. The candidate label with the weakest classification
margin while a large k∇j (x + r)k is thus likely to be flipped
with minor update on the adversarial perturbation. Notably,
the proposed GASE algorithm is independent of the choice
of evasion attack methods in the step targeted evasion attack.
Once the greedy search for each input instance x finishes, we
use the average |S| computed over all x as the empirical attackability indicator. A larger average |S| indicates a higher
attackability of the targeted multi-label classifier.

6

7

Targeted evasion attack: Solve the targeted
evasion attack problem with updated S and get
the optimized perturbation r∗ ; Update r = r∗ .
end
Dataset
N m lavg Micro F1 Macro F1 Classifiertarget
Creepware 966 16 2.07 0.76
0.66
SVM
Genbase 662 27 1.25 0.99
0.73
SVM
VOC2012 17,125 20 1.39 0.83
0.74
Inception-V3
Planet 40,479 17 2.87 0.82
0.36
Inception-V3

Table 1: Summary of the used real-world datasets. N is the
number of instances. m is the total number of labels. lavg is
the average number of labels per instance. The F1-scores of
the targeted classifiers on different datasets are also reported.
randomly choose 50%, 30% and 20% data instances for
training, validation and testing to build the targeted multilabel classifier. In Table.7, we show Micro-F1 and MacroF1 scores derived on the unperturbed testing data. Note that
feature engineering and model design of the classifiers for
better classification is beyond the scope of this study. These
classifiers are trained to achieve comparable classification
accuracy w.r.t. the reported state-of-the-art methods on their
corresponding datasets, so as to set up the test bed for the attackability analysis. Due to space limit, more experimental
setting and results are provided in the supplementary file.
Attack and Adversarial Training. We use adversarialrobustness-toolbox (Nicolae et al. 2018) to implement the
step of targeted adversarial attack in Algorithm.1 and adversarial training. Specifically, projected gradient decent
(PGD) (Madry et al. 2018) is employed to conduct the targeted attack in Algorithm.1. The decision threshold ti in
Algorithm.1 is set to 0 without loss of generality.
Performance Benchmark. We gradually increase the attack strength by varying the attack budget µr . Given a fixed
value of µr , we calculate the average number of flipped labels on test data as an estimation of the empirical classifica-

Experiments
In the experimental study, we aim at 1) validating the theoretical attackability analysis in Theorem 1 and 2; and 2)
evaluating the empirical attackability indictor estimated by
GASE for targeted classifiers.
Datasets. We include 4 datasets collected from various
real-world multi-label applications, cyber security practices (Creepware), biology research (Genbase) (Tsoumakas,
Katakis, and Vlahavas 2010), object recognition (VOC2012)
(Everingham et al. 2012) and environment research (Planet)
(Kaggle 2017). The 4 datasets are summarized in Table.7.
Targeted Classifiers. We instantiate the study empirically
with linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Deep Neural Nets (DNN) based multi-label classifiers. Linear SVM is
applied on Creepware and Genbase. DNN model InceptionV3 is used on VOC2012 and Planet. On each data set, we
10651

emp
tion risk RP
induced by the attack. This is the empirical
0
attackability indicator, as defined in the end of the section of
fast greedy attack space exploration.

• With neither the low-rank nuclear-norm constraint nor adversarial training over the linear transformation coefficients, noted as lmd no and noadt, respectively.
• With both the nuclear norm constraint and adversarial
training, noted as lmd λ and adt, where λ is the regularization parameter of the nuclear norm constraint.
• Without adversarial training while with the nuclear norm
constraint, noted as lmd λ and noadt, respectively.
• With adversarial training while without the nuclear norm
constraint, noted as lmd no and adt, respectively.
The attackability indicators of all complexity-controlled
classifiers are estimated by the proposed GASE. The results
are shown in Fig. 2. The figure also shows robustness evaluation, as a low attackability indicates a high robustness. Consistently found in all datasets, the low-rank constraint has
a significant stronger impact on the classifier’s attackability
compared to adversarial training, because the variation of λ
caused larger change among curves in different colors. Classifiers trained with larger λ are more robust. Though adversarial training alone doesn’t change drastically the robustness, combined with the low-rank constraint, they can make
the classifiers more robust than using solely either one. The
results confirmed our remarks from Theorem 1 and 2.
Our experimental observations show that adversarial
training doesn’t change drastically classifiers’ performances
on unperturbed test data. In contrast, there is indeed an obvious trade-off between improving a classifier’s robustness
by imposing the nuclear norm constraint and preserving its
good utility on unperturbed test data. A strong nuclear norm
constraint improves greatly the adversarial robustness. Nevertheless, it also causes accuracy loss to the classifiers. More
evaluation results about the accuracy of classifiers under
complexity control are in the supplementary document.

Validation of Empirical Attackability Indicator
We assess here the empirical attackability indicator estimated by the proposed GASE algorithm, by comparing it
with four baselines of label exploration strategies.
• PGS (Primitive Greedy Search): This is the costly primitive greedy search that requires (m+1)k −k(k −1)/2−1
evasion attacks before including k labels in S.
• RS (Random Search): In each round of RS, one label is
selected purely by random from the candidate set without
evaluating the marginal gain and added to the current set
S.
• OS (Oblivious Search): This method first computes the
norm of the adversarial perturbation induced by flipping
each candidate label while keeping the other labels unchanged. The labels causing the least perturbation magnitudes are selected to form the set S.
• LS (Loss-guided Search): In each iteration, LS updates
the adversarial perturbation r along the direction where
the multi-label classification loss increased the most. The
set of the attacked labels are reported when krk2 surpasses the cost limit. This strategy aims at pushing the
originally miss-classified instances even further from the
decision plane, instead of flipping the labels of the originally correctly predicted instances. It misleads the search
of the attackable labels by just maximizing the loss, and
thus has bad performance as shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 shows the number of flipped labels obtained by the
proposed GASE algorithm and the baselines on linear and
DNN based multi-label classifiers. Since we limit the maximum iterations and perturbation norm bounds of attacks in
our experiments, few cases of the involved label exploration
methods can flip all of the labels in each dataset. Not surprisingly, the proposed GASE and PGS method achieve significantly more flipped labels than RS, OS and LS methods,
especially when the constraint of attack budget is strict (with
small perturbation norms). It confirms the reasonableness
of greedy search stated in Lemma.1. Over all the datasets,
GASE performs similarly or even better compared to PGS.
It empirically demonstrates the merits of GASE: it is much
less costly than PGS, while obtains attackability indicators
with certified quality.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to assess the attackability of multilabel learning systems under adversarial evasion attack. We
theoretically analyze the bound of the expected worst-case
risk on adversarial data instances for linear and neural nets
based multi-label classifiers. The resultant risk bound is used
to evaluate the attackability of the targeted multi-label learning model. We unveil that the attckability depends heavily on 1) the empirical loss on the unperturbed data, 2) the
rank of the targeted classifier’s linear transformation coefficients and 3) the attack strength. The former two perspectives characterize the attacked multi-label learning task. The
latter is decided purely by the adversary. They are the intrinsic cause and external driving force of the adversarial
threat. Practically, we propose a greedy-expansion based label space exploration method to provide the empirical attackability measurement. Enjoying the submdoularity of the
label space exploration problem, the empirical attackability evaluation has a certified approximation accuracy to the
underlying true value. Our study intrigues the interpretability of adversarial threats of multi-label learning models. The
future work will focus on proposing defensive methods for
multi-learning systems with provably robustness.

Attackability Evaluation with Countermeasures
for Evasion Attack
Following in our Theorem 1 and 2, we study the impact of
the countermeasures on multi-label classifiers’ attackability:
controlling the model complexity by enforcing the low-rank
nuclear norm constraint and conducting adversarial training.
For the DNN based classifier, we enforce the nuclear norm
constraint only on the linear coefficients of the final layer.
We include 4 different settings on controlling the model
complexity when training classifiers:
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(a) attackability of SVM on Creepware

(a) attackability of controlled SVM on Creepware

(b) attackability of SVM on Genbase

(b) attackability of controlled SVM on Genbase

(c) attackability of Inception-V3 on VOC2012

(c) attackability of controlled Inception-V3 on VOC2012

(d) attackability of controlled Inception-V3 on Planet

(d) attackability of Inception-V3 on Planet

Figure 2: The evaluation of classifiers’ attackability under
different complexity controls.

Figure 1: The empirical attackability indicator estimated by
different label exploration strategies.
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